
 

 
 

IMMUTOUCH ANIMATED VIDEO SHORT - CASE STUDY 
 
This video was created for Immutouch, a company that has created a smartband 
that vibrates as the user gets their hands close to their face. Created for the COVID-
19 virus, the founders at Immutouch wanted to produce a short, 30 second video 
that would clearly tell the smartband story.  
 
Objective: Explain the value of Immutouch in protecting front-line employees from 
contracting viruses. 
 
Single Key Message: Wearing gloves then touching your face is like not wearing 
gloves at all. You need to protect your front-line employees from contracting the 
virus and gloves won’t work. 
 
Video Target Audience: Key buyers at enterprise companies who employ workers 
who are on the front-lines (E.g. grocery store workers, bank tellers, first responders, 
police, nurses, doctors, etc.). These buyers are HR managers, general managers, 
and company legal representatives. 
 
Story: With only 30 seconds to share the message our story had to be tight and cut 
right to the chase. With COVID-19 on the tops of everyone's minds we did not have 
to spend much time establishing the problem. We went with a quick establishing 
shot of an ominous virus and expeditiously moved to our three protagonists, 
representing the frontline employees so important to our target audience. Within 
seven seconds we had already set up the basic problem, and within 17 had fleshed 
it out in full, preparing the stage for the product introduction and solution. We kept 
the artwork clean and simple so the story was not weighted down with extraneous 
material. We think we nailed it, and from the success the video has had to date the 
market attests to that.  
 
	
	



Immutouch

Justin

justin@immutouch.com

Company/Product Information

Please answer the questions below. This will help us better understand your company, products and services. 

The Immutouch band is a wristband that alerts you with a vibration when you are about to or have just touched your face, to help you 
build long term hygienic habits to avoid touching your face.

Consumer is either (1) elderly (2) at-risk with underlying health conditions (3) lives with either of those, (4) mother/parent who buys this 
for their child who puts their hand in their mouth 
 
Companies are those who are deemed essential businesses and are maintaining in-person operations, thereby putting their employees 
at risk of contracting COVID-19. Buyer is HR, general manger, or legal

Animated Video Sho�s - Client Questionnaire

Company/Organization Name *

Individual Name *

Email *

1) In one sentence, what does your company’s product or service, do and/or offer? (Your elevator pitch). 

2) Who is your general target audience? (Consider Demographics – gender, race, age, income and education;
Psychographics – attitudes, values, lifestyle, social class; Geographic – physical location, where on the web are they;
Behavioral – loyalty; Product-related – how other products owned affect purchase). Can you outline a typical
“persona” that defines your target audience? 



I'm going to write this from a company perspective. 
 
Immutouch is a cost-saver for enterprises. Sick employees means the company has to restaff, retrain, pay health insurance, and are 
open to litigation liability of getting sick on the job. Immutouch reduces the rate of transmission, thereby reducing the likelihood of 
contracting pathogens.

If they feel like their employees are sufficiently protected, they don't need to add more PPE. Or if the cost:value of protection ratio does 
not make economical sense, then they will not spend more to protect their staff. Finally, if they do not believe in the efficacy of 
Immutouch, they won't buy.

People generally get it immediately. The most common misconception is that if you touch your face before the band vibrates, then the 
band has no value. You touch your face 23 times an hour on average and each time has a chance of contracting a pathogen into your 
body. Reducing that percentage, even if it isn't 100%, directly reduces your chance of contracting. And over the long term, you will build 
better habits to stop face touching without the device, thereby continuing to reduce your chances.

We're the most cost-effective physical product that does this. We have one known physical competitor that sells for $149; we sell for 
$49 and have feature parity. One smartwatch app is released for Fitbit costs $0.99 but drains your battery and isn't effective for all day 
use.

see above

Habitaware / JalapeNO! (fitbit)

3) Why do your customers use your service or buy your product? (Consider such things as - What is in it for the buyer;
The rational or practical reasons for people to buy or try; The emotional reasons to buy or try). 

4) Why don’t people use your service or buy your product? (State any fears, misconceptions or objections that you
face when explaining or selling your product or service).

5) What do people have the most difficulty understanding about your product/service/concept?

6) Does your product or service have competitive advantages in the market? If so, what are they? (Key differentiators). 

7) Does your product or service have competitive disadvantages in the market? If so, what are they? (Competitors’ key
differentiators).

8) Who are your chief competitors? (List company names).



Fairly evident

N/A

Immutouch / stop face touching / device to stop face touching

Video Information

Please answer the questions below. This will help us better understand your video objectives.

The purpose of the video is to explain to enterprise buyers the value of Immutouch in protecting their employees from contracting 
COVID-19: Immutouch is a form of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE). These are front-line workers: grocery store staff, bank tellers, 
first responders, police men, healthcare administrators, nurses, doctors). All of them are at higher risk of contracting COVID-19 and 
most are only getting gloves as PPE. We will be getting this message to HR and general managers.

Key buyers at these companies

“Wearing gloves then touching your face is like not wearing gloves at all” → you need to protect your employees from contracting the 
virus and gloves won’t work. 

"Oh shit, we need to cover that" or "Ya gloves aren't the full stop solution, we should do more"

9) Please share two use cases of the company’s product or service.

10) What are the current market/industry trends in your space?

11) What keywords or phrases would people use to search for your company, product or service?

1) What is the key objective of this video project? IOW, what is the video supposed to achieve?

2) Is the target audience for the video different than your general target audience outlined above? If so, please define.

3) What should the viewers’ key takeaway from the video be? In other words, the video’s key message?

4) What should the viewers feel during and after they watch the video? (Very important in good storytelling to elicit an
emotional response).



Contact us to get Immutouch bands for your employees 

Protect your heros

Professional, medical, somewhat serious, clinical, academic.  
 
This is kind of far off but the tone of this video is closer to what I'm thinking: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K09xzIQ8zsg - 
specifically it feels scientific, clinical, not kitschy. I know there's a balance in being to relate to the characters on screen, so not too 
abstract of people, but the background/music is similar to a "breakthrough in science" vibe.  
 
Put another way, I think a sense of inspiration is something that would be nice to invoke form the viewer. 

Oddly enough, Tony Stark / Albert Einstein / the release of the polio vaccine.

We cannot say employees will stop touching their faces full stop. This is not a 100% fool proof device. If you want to touch you face, 
you will.

I can't find good links, but happy to explain more on a call.

5) Are there concrete steps or features that you would like highlighted in the video?

6) What should the call-to-action at the end of the video be?

7) Do you have a motto, tag line or slogan we should specifically use?

8) Are there any visual aspects of the company, the product or service that might inspire design or concept ideas?

9) Are there any cultural, historical or popular icons of the company, or the industry, that might inspire the concept or
design?

10) Are there any mandatory technical and/or creative elements that must or must not be used? (E.g. video length, call-
to-action, product shots, words to include/avoid, etc.)

11) Please provide links to any materials that you'd like to inspire your video. (E.g. you can link to other videos, still
illustrations, music, or even branding or web designs).



I think there won't be any real product shots/app shots in the 30 seconds.

truly ASAP

Administrative Information

PDT

Matthew Toles 
4540 South Henderson St 
Seattle, WA 98118

Me

Just me

12) Please provide any additional information not covered by this questionnaire that you believe will be helpful to us in
developing our Creative Brief.

13) Once we are in production, if applicable to the story can you provide screenshots of all the portions of your
website, app, program, etc. that we can show in the video, or use for reference?

14) Do you have a hard date that the video needs to be completed by?

15) Which time zone are you located in?  *

16) What is your billing name and address? *

17) Who is the main point of contact for the video? (Name, email and phone). *

18) Please provide email address for all company personnel that will be involved with the review process for this video
project: *

Doug Broomfield




http://immutouch.com/

Doug reached out :)

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

19) What is your company’s URL address?

20) How did you hear about IDM?

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


 

CREATIVE BRIEF 

  

Client: Immutouch  

Project: Immutouch Animated Video Short 

Prepared By: Toon Studios 

  

  

Company Overview/Background 

  

● The Why: Immutouch is a for-profit Seattle-based company whose fundamental mission is to help              

prevent the spread of disease around the world. 

● The How: Retrain the brain through behavior modification that builds long term healthy hygienic              

habits. 

● The What: Immutouch has built a wristband that alerts users with a vibration when they touch their                 

face, resulting in fewer face touches and in turn fewer germs spread to the body. 

● Immutouch originally developed the “Slightly Robot Bracelet,” designed to help alleviate the habits             

of compulsive hair pulling, skin picking and nail biting. With the advent of COVID-19, the design                

team re-engineered the bracelet to help fight the disease. 

  

 

Video Objective 

  

● Explain the value of Immutouch in protecting front-line employees from contracting viruses. 

● Single Key Message: Wearing gloves then touching your face is like not wearing gloves at all. You                 

need to protect your front-line employees from contracting the virus and gloves won’t work. 

 

 

Video Target Audience 

  

● Key buyers at enterprise companies who employ workers who are on the front-lines (E.g. grocery               

store workers, bank tellers, first responders, police, nurses, doctors, etc.). These buyers are HR              

managers, general managers, and company legal representatives. 
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Desired Video Response 

  

● We want our audience to: 

 

○ Think: 

■ Gloves are not a full stop solution, we should do more. 

■ Immutouch is a cost-saver for our company by helping to keep our employees well.  

 

○ Feel:  

■ The fear of our employees contracting viruses will lead to higher costs, lost             

revenues, and possible litigation.  

■ The pride that comes from doing the right thing by our employees and helping to               

keep not only them, but the world at large, healthy. 

 

○ Contact:  

■ Immutouch to get wristbands for your employees  

 

  

Reasons to Believe 

  

● It is a scientific fact that pathogens enter the body through facial mucus membranes via the                

touching of one’s eyes, nose and mouth. 

● The Immutouch wristband has proven that with consistent use the user will touch their face less and                 

thereby help mitigate the transmission of disease to the body. 

● Immutouch is committed to helping with the current COVID-19 cause by offering their product at               

cost. 

● For the past three years the founders have been committed to building products that improve               

people’s lives, be it a wearable device that helps mitigate habits such as hair pulling and face                 

picking, to not touching one’s face and thereby mitigating the spread of disease. 
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● Key Principles Credibility: 

 

○ Mathew Toles: CEO, Slightly Robot: Hardware engineer, ML/AI programmer, web          

developer, research scientist at Snackwatch, a leading startup in gesture detection           

technology and wearables looking to reduce obesity, geriatric malnutrition, and dehydration.           

Education – B.S. in Materials Engineering, University of Washington (2016). 

 

○ Justin Ith, COO, Slightly Robot: Previous ventures span K-12 education, vocational           

education, and non-profit support. Former PM @ Madrona Venture Labs, LocateAI (TS            

SUM14), Hulu, PlayStation, Porch.com. Co-Founded Uplevel at MVL (uplevelteam.com).         

Current Board member of OneWorld Now! Education – Data Science and Human Computer             

Interaction, University of Washington (2012 – 2017), Innovation and Entrepreneurship          

Certificate, School of Engineering, Stanford University (2018 – 2019).   

 

○ Joseph Toles, Slightly Robot: Built high-voltage, high-energy, cryogenic equipment for          

particle physics. Education – B.S. in Physics and Mathematics (2014) 

 

 

Video Tone and Style 

  

● Tone: Serious given the nature of the subject. As Immutouch states, “scientific and clinical, not               

kitschy.” Still, a light bit of playfulness can be incorporated as well to engage the audience. 

● Style: Animated characters are preferred to motion graphics as this is a very human issue.               

Characters should be relatable and not too abstract. 

 

 

Other Points to Assist Creative 

  

● Do not specifically address COVID-19, but rather germs and pathogens in general. This will give the                

video legs beyond COVID-19. 

● Immutouch Press: 

○ Fox Business Video Interview 

○ TechCrunch Article 

○ Gear Patrol Article 

● Competition: 

○ HabitAware (Priced at $149, much higher than Immutouch) 

Immutouch AVS Creative Brief_Final 

https://video.foxbusiness.com/v/6140558902001/#sp=show-clips
https://techcrunch.com/2020/03/09/dont-immutouch/?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAACZ6W8i7T8jmdM156S623czKEo2WfI3tPyRURxOKcseDXKC_XDI5lGlAXNzxfRWiGnq4CxL4lCtDABpirYGGl_PCcRZCWCxxG0QUHOKvpd5LhaEeKtVS
https://gearpatrol.com/2020/04/07/immutouch-smartband-stop-touching-face/
https://habitaware.com/


 

○ JalapeNo! (A Fitbit app. Only $.99 but battery is weak and not effective for all day use) 

 

● Statistics 

○ Common pathogens like flu, coronavirus, and the common cold enter your system through             

the porous mucous membranes in your mouth, nose, and eyes. Unless you just washed              

your hands, it’s possible you risk infection any time you touch your face. 

○ "Avoid touching eyes, nose and mouth. Why? Hands touch many surfaces and can pick up               

viruses. Once contaminated, hands can transfer the virus to your eyes, nose or mouth.              

From there, the virus can enter your body and can make you sick." - WHO 

○ People touch their face on average 23 times per hour - See NIH Study 

○ Gloves do not help prevent transmission of germs from hand to face 

● Story: 

○ With a 30 second running time, we have to cut to the chase quickly. This is 30,000-foot-high                 

level with the goal to get the viewer to contact Immutouch to learn more about how they can                  

purchase the wristband for their employees 

○ Follow the typical set up the problem then show the solution 

○ Client Idea - Client provided the following idea for possible story direction: 

1. Show problem - grocery store, bank teller, hospital administration staff? 

a. Animate a sick person picking up a box of cereal at a grocery store and               

putting it on a checkout counter. The screen turns infrared and shows            

germs on the box. 

b. Cuts to a sick woman holding paperwork at a band that’s also infected. 

c. A grocery store clerk grabs the box with their hand that is clearly gloved,              

then rubs their nose. You see the pathogen go from their infected glove to              

their se 

d. Same shot with a bank teller touching the paperwork and touching their            

nose. 

2. Show solution 

a. Immutouch is on the employee’s wrists and when they go up to touch their              

face, the band vibrates, telling them to stop 

b. Employee looks alerted, then keeps doing their work 

3. End screen 

a. “Protect Your Heroes” 

b. Go to immutouch.com/frontline 
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● Imagery Ideas 

○ Professional, medical, clinical, academic 

○ Clearly show picking up germs on gloved hand, then making their way to mucus membrane               

areas of face (eyes, nose, mouth) 

○ Immutouch on wrist making a difference in breaking face touching habit 

○ Numerous images representing different font-line industries (grocery store workers, bank          

tellers, first responders, police, nurses, doctors, etc.) 

● Client provided this YouTube clip for direction on tone and music (not animation style). They like the                 

“breakthrough science” vibe. 

● Mandatory Elements 

○ 30 Seconds maximum 

○ Narration (Voice Over)/No talking characters 

○ Music and Sound FX where appropriate 

○ Clean, simple animation 

○ Cannot say or imply that employees will stop touching their faces. It is not 100% foolproof. If                 

employees want to touch their face, they will. 

○ Tagline and call-to-action at end 
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PROTECT YOUR HEROES 

 

 

Written by  

 

Christina Sussmann and Doug Broomfield 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  THIRD DRAFT_APPROVED  

                        April 17, 2020 



 

                                 1. 

FADE IN. 

 

Vern, a small virus with gnarly teeth and rabid eyes, 

quickly appears, large, center screen. 

  

Camera pulls out and reveals three employees working in 

their respective environments, all wearing protective blue 

gloves. Screen left is Amy, of Asian descent, a hospital 

administrator who, wearing a mask, sits behind a central 

information desk, taking money from a customer. Center 

screen is John, Caucasian, a utility worker wearing a 

hardhat and vest, busily writing on his clipboard. Screen 

right is Malea, a grocery store clerk of Polynesian descent 

who is ringing up a shopper’s cereal box. Entire shots of 

our employees can be seen, while only the hands of the 

patrons are in view. Backgrounds are simple to 

non-existent. Characters are drawn simple but do have 

facial features. Colors are muted. Vern violently flies 

around with a red dye contaminating the money, clipboard, 

and cereal box, and on through to the gloves of our 

employees.  

 

V.O. 

Protecting your frontline 

employees from viruses and disease 

is paramount to their health. 

  

Camera zooms out to an extreme long shot, revealing the 

customers that the employees are serving, and a few patrons 

standing behind those customers, scattered across the 

bottom third of the screen, six feet apart from each other.  

 

V.O. 

And while measures like social 

distancing help, 

 

Camera pushes into Amy, our hospital administrator, screen 

left, leaving the rest of the screen blank. Amy, tired, 

rubs her eye. Rapidly, John then appears center screen, 

joining Ruth, his hand and finger are at his mouth as he 

looks at his clipboard in deep thought. Malea, our grocery 

store clerk, then quickly appears screen right and joins 

Amy and John. Malea rubs the tip of her nose with her index 

finger.  



 

                                 2. 

 

 

Small traces of our red virus villains can be seen 

transmitting from their gloves to their faces, but in a 

subtle way, not overly obvious to the audience.  

 

V.O. 

they won't stop your valued 

workers from touching their face. 

 

Camera pushes into a tight shot of Malea, still rubbing the 

tip of her nose. Our red virus villains move from her 

fingered glove to her nose, more prominent than in the 

previous shot.  

 

V.O. 

Gloves?  Nope, they transmit germs 

as easily as the naked hand. 

 

Camera pulls back out to reveal all three employees, all 

looking at the camera perplexed, with even more red on 

their faces. 

V.O. 

So, what to do?  

 

An immutouch wristband appears on each of their wrists, one 

at a time in quick fashion. Startling them. A ding is heard 

each time the wristband appears. 

 

Cut to a tight shot of the Immutouch wristband on Malea’s 

wrist. 

 

V.O. 

Immutouch! That’s what to do! 

  

Cut to a medium shot of Malea as she goes to touch her 

face. As she gets close to her face the wristband vibrates. 

An audible vibration is heard and a graphic representing a 

vibration is visible. Malea smiles as she moves her hand 

back down. 

 

V.O. 

A wristband that emits a 

vibrational alert every time the 

user attempts to touch their face,  



 

                                 3. 

 

Cut back to a shot of all three employees, still with the 

Immutouch on their wrists, smiling and serving new 

customers, the red virus now nearly gone from their faces. 

 

V.O. 

keeping your employees safe, and 

aware. 

 

Cut to full screen color background with the Immutouch 

watch and shield center top screen. Below a tagline reads 

“Protect Your Heroes.”  

 

V.O. 

Protect your heroes, with Immutouch.  

 

All graphics remain on screen as text “Learn more at 

immutouch.com” appears lower third center screen. 

 

 

FREEZE FRAME. 

 

 

 



1Immutouch V1

1 Scene 1 Shot 1

SFX: Dark, looming sound design (atmospheric but NOT
melodramatic) sets the tone here, making it clear that this is a
genuine threat that needs to be watched carefully.

EXT. SEATTLE - DAY. Vern, a sinister cloud of red/black appears. It is
an evolving force (like a slow motion tornado) that clearly poses
danger for the unsuspecting characters. It briefly seems to take the
shape of the iconic COVID-19 virus structure, but only for a moment
as it continues to swirl and shape-shift.

2 Scene 2 Shot 1

VO: Protecting your frontline employees from viruses and disease is
paramount to their health.

INT. THREE LOCATIONS - DAY. Camera pulls out and reveals three
employees working in their respective environments, all wearing
protective blue gloves.
-Screen left is Amy, of Asian descent, a hospital administrator who,
wearing a mask, sits behind a central information desk, taking a
filled-out form and pen back from a patient/hospital visitor.
-Center screen is John, Caucasian, a utility worker wearing a
hardhat and vest, busily writing on his clipboard.
-Screen right is Malea, a grocery store clerk of Polynesian descent
who is ringing up a shopper’s cereal box. She is also wearing a
mask.
Entire shots of our employees can be seen, while only the hands of
the patrons are in view. Backgrounds are simple to non-existent.
Characters are drawn simple but do have facial features. Colors are
muted.
Vern violently flies around with a red dye contaminating the money,
clipboard, and cereal box, and on through to the gloves of our
employees.

3 Scene 2 Shot 2

VO: And while measures like physical distancing help,…

Camera zooms out to an extreme long shot, revealing the
customers that the employees are serving, and a few patrons
standing behind those customers, scattered across the bottom
third of the screen, six feet apart from each other.

https://boords.com/?from_pdf=true
Doug Broomfield




2Immutouch V1

4 Scene 2 Shot 3

VO: …they won't stop your valued workers from touching their face.

Camera pushes into Amy, our hospital administrator, screen left,
leaving the rest of the screen blank. Amy, rests her hand on her
cheek and scratches it.
Rapidly, John then appears center screen, joining Ruth, his hand
and finger are at his mouth as he looks at his clipboard in deep
thought.
Malea, our grocery store clerk, then quickly appears screen right
and joins Amy and John. Malea clearly rubs her eye for a good
second or two (not just a swipe) with her knuckle.
Small traces of our red virus villain can be seen transmitting from
their gloves to their faces, but in a subtle way, not overly obvious to
the audience.

5 Scene 2 Shot 4

VO: Gloves? Nope, they transmit germs as easily as the naked hand.

Camera pushes into a tight shot of Malea, still rubbing her eye with
her knuckle.
Our red virus villains move from her fingered glove to her eye, more
prominent than in the previous shot.

6 Scene 2 Shot 5

VO: So, what to do?

Camera pulls back out to reveal all three employees, all looking at
the camera perplexed, with even more red on their faces.

https://boords.com/?from_pdf=true
Doug Broomfield




3Immutouch V1

7 Scene 2 Shot 6

VO: Introducing Immutouch.

An immutouch wristband appears on each of their wrists, one at a
time in quick fashion. Startling them. A ding is heard each time the
wristband appears.

8 Scene 2 Shot 7

VO: A wristband that emits a vibrational alert every time the user
attempts to touch their face…

Cut to a medium shot of Malea as she goes to touch her face. As she
gets close to her face the wristband vibrates.
(Note: The distance between her hand and her face should be very
close, but not touching. If it's too far away, it'll communicate an
inaccurate sense of the product. The band would vibrate about an
inch away from the face in real life, so let's make sure the vibration
timing is portrayed correctly.)
An audible vibration is heard and a graphic representing a vibration
is visible.

9 Scene 2 Shot 8

VO: …keeping your employees safe, and aware.

Cut back to a shot of all three employees, still with the Immutouch
on their wrists, smiling and serving new customers, the red virus
now nearly gone from their faces.

https://boords.com/?from_pdf=true
Doug Broomfield




4Immutouch V1

10 Scene 2 Shot 9

VO: Protect your heroes…

Cut to a three shot of employees then quickly transition to final
shot

11 Scene 2 Shot 10

VO: …with Immutouch.

Overlay fullscreen color over three employee shot. The Immutouch
watch and shield appear center top screen. Below a tagline reads
“Protect Your Heroes.”
All graphics remain on screen as text “Learn more at
immutouch.com” appears lower third center screen.
FREEZE FRAME.

https://boords.com/?from_pdf=true
Doug Broomfield



